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LCEP logo/ infoMy Pockets thinks that art 
is having fun.

Step 1 -  On the other side of this postcard cut along 
the dotted line so there is a hole where the nose is.

Step 2 - Draw a new face around the nose hole. You 
might draw the face of who you secretly want to be 
or who you actually are.  You might make a face full 
of pattern and colour or one that is two dots for eyes 
and a line and a line for a mouth. You might stick things on to
make your face or you might just draw it. 
Do what ever you want.

Step 3 - Put your own nose through the hole to 
complete the picture.
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Bleed Area
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the bottom of the tube, And you
are ready to start the show!

1. Take a piece of card, roll it up to make a tube.
Tape in place
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2. Decorate to create di�erent characters

4. What items could you use out of the bag to make a puppet theatre or stage?



Bleed Area

Magical Tales
Unpack and explore your bag of creativity

This is where your adventure begins sat on your magic carpet!

Fly over magical castles
WATCH OUT for the �re breathing dragons!!

Make your characters and bring them to life
then stage your  own performance

www.puppetsplaysandstorydays.co.uk
puppetplaysandstorydays

@puppetshop
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1. Take a piece of card, roll it up to make a tube
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3. Decorate to make a rocket and creatures from Mars

Why not use the items from the bag
 to make the surface of the planet?

2. Tape in place
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Bleed Area

Journey to the stars to a galaxy far far away!
Unpack and explore your bag of creativity

This is where you adventure begins.
SpaceX has just sent a rocket into space.

Make your own rocket
Transport yourself to di�erent planets.

Is there life on Mars? What would they look like? Where would they live?

www.puppetsplaysandstorydays.co.uk
puppetplaysandstorydays

@puppetshop
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1 Cut out the shape (above left). This is called a ‘template’.  2 Chose coloured paper from 
your bag and draw round your template.  Keep going until you have filled the paper with 
template drawings. 3 Cut out and fold along the dotted lines (shown above) so you have a 
heart shape. 4 Think about what to write or draw inside.  This could be who/what you love , 
your favourite things to do. And don’t forget to write what’s special about you too! 

            Heart Art 
…what do I love? Who do I love? What’s special about me?… Heart Art
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Now you’ve made your love 
hearts, find your rope and 
pritt stick.   
Roll out your rope and glue 
the hearts (back-to-back) 
along the string.  
When you have done this you 
are ready to display your 
Heart Art.    
I used the pencil to wrap the 
rope around and hung it from 
a pole.   
You might wish to hang yours 
above your bed, in a window, 
on a wall or other place?  
Have fun with your display 
and keep making!  

Designed by Esther Cawley
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2. Include interesting landmarks
and obstacles along the route
(draw these at the side of the
road). Trees are nice - so are
shark-infested duck ponds! 

Measure out at least 1metre of
the lining paper and draw a

winding road lengthways across
it. Include some side roads with

dead ends and lanes looping
back to the main road again to

make it more intriguing! 

1.

Story Map



3. Add in some nice friendly
people (or sheep) along the way

too. They can help your main
character to get out of that
shark-infested duck pond!

4. You can now start writing
your story along the road you

have drawn out. Follow the
road and

try to incorporate as many of
the obstacles and friends as

you can as you go.

5. Think carefully about how
your main character will react
to all those strange situations,

dont be afriad to write
yourself down a dead end

and back out again! 

6. Will your story be funny,
scary, historical, mystery or

fantasy? Maybe a mash up or
something totally different?

You wont know until you start
out on the road. 

James Nichol











Cloud Raps
Wait for a day with blue 
skies and fluffy white 
clouds.
Find a comfy spot. Look 
at the clouds as they 
move.
What do they look like? 
A wave, a face?
I looked up and made a 
rap! Can you?

Here’s my rap! 
Is it the sea – with a giant wave
Or a hand  - calling me to play 
Clouds go by – on a sunny day
I look right up -  and stare and say
iii – maaa – gi - nation – the sky goes by
iii – maaa – gi - nation – cloud art so high
What’s yours?

Add a body rhythm
For example: Stamp, Stamp, Clap

1 2

3



Gary Hammond - Percussionist
Cloud photo created by timolina - www.freepik.com

Put on some slow 
relaxing music. Listen 
to your breathing.
Look up to the sky.
Draw the clouds you 
see. 
What shapes do they 
make?
A cat or a dinosaur? 

Make a list of words that describe the 
clouds.
Put your words into your cloud drawings.
Use the words to write a poem.
Read the poem with a soft rhythm.

Here’s a soft rhythm example:
Clap, clap, tap leg
But you could create your own.

Cloud Art
1 2

3



Sound
Find your favourite place 
in your house.
Get Comfy!
Take some pencils and 
paper.
Draw a circle, that 
represents you, 
anywhere on the paper.
Wait and listen – make 
marks, lines, squiggles, 
curves to match the 
sounds you hear.
Create a sound picture!!

As you hear sounds inside or outside 
your house make marks in different 
colours to create a piece of artwork

me

Listening and reacting is as important 
in music as playing. 
Use your ears, let the sounds enter 
and appear on your paper.
Have fun!!



Gary Hammond - Percussionist

This is my artwork from listening 
to the sounds around me.

Draw your shapes before 
you colour them in.
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Shark Peg Puppet 

Shark Peg Puppet

...or maybe a crocodile or dinosaur
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The Course Obstacles

Rosa Green
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This is a sword pommel made of gold. It’s the tip of a sword handle made by 
the Anglo-Saxons about 1000 years ago. It is very skilfully made with detailed 
gold patterns – proper treasure! It originally had jewels decorating it too, but 
they are lost now… Can you make this treasure bling again?

Anglo-Saxon Treasure

Ancient bling!Lost jewels....



Make Your Own Treasure
Cut out the treasure and draw round it onto a piece of card. Shape one 
or two pipe cleaners into an over-and-under woven pattern. Glue firmly 
in place. Draw on the other details. Add the missing jewels - glue down 
pieces of coloured card cut into jewel shapes, or draw them on with 
coloured pencils or crayons.

www.eastridingmuseums.co.uk



Throughout history humans have 
needed shelter. It could come in all 
sorts of shapes and sizes and was 
often made from locally available 
materials.

Even a house like Sewerby Hall is 
just a very big shelter. It is made of 
timber, stone, bricks and mortar. 
But ourearliest ancestors built 
their shelters out of skins, grass, 
branches and thatch - anything 
they could find.

Shelters and Shelter Building



Shelter Building
You can use the materials in your bag to build your own shelter or den.

Use the washing line and string to create a framework for your shelter 
and then drape the space blanket over as the roof. You can attach it to 
the line or string by the pegs. 

www.eastridingmuseums.co.uk
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Easy Bunting  
Materials needed
‘No pegs’ washing line, 1 chiffon scarf, 3 or 4 pages of coloured card

Plain or coloured pencils      Glue or masking tape
Cut the chiffon scarf in half straight across the middle, then cut each of those pieces
into 6 strips ( 12 strips of fabric altogether )

Using the pencils and the coloured card draw different shapes  - heart, circle, square, star
but with each shape add a long tab to it, like this.
You can maybe fit 4 shapes with their tabs onto a page.

Cut the shapes and their tabs out, about 8 shapes to begin with

Bleed area



Nicky Dillerstone
n.dillerstone@ntlworld.com

Now get the washing line and starting at one end, untwist one bit and 
push a piece of fabric through, then tie the fabric over the line so that it doesn’t fall out. 
Miss out a few twists and open up another twist and now use one of the shapes 
you have drawn, slot the tab through the twist then glue ( or use masking tape) the 

tab down to the back of your shape. 
Put a piece of fabric or one of your shapes through  every 3rd or 4th twist till you get 

to the end of the washing line. You may need to draw more shapes. 
Once its completed you can hang it up in your room/across a window/down a  
wall/wherever you like 



Become a 
Superhero

Design your 
superhero costume 

below



Superhero Name 

Superhero Special Power
Superhero Phrase ea

Artist Sam Pirt – sampirt@gmail.com



Emoji Puppets
Cut the emoji’s out and stick a lollipop stick to the back with masking tape. 
Design your own Emoji puppet too!
Use the colored pencils to draw your emoji design on the yellow circle.



Artist Sam Pirt sampirt@gmail.com





Artist: Frances Kelly
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